
LMLAG notes 

 

 

Meeting at Freemasons Hall. 14 December 2006 

 

Present: 

 

Richard Golland; IWM -  CHAIR 

Adam Waterton: RA   

Caroline Warhurst: LTM 

Charles Hoare: BM   

Christopher Mills: RBG Kew 

Emily Greenstreet : Freemasonry  

Gabriele Popp; NPG  

Jessica Silver: Freemasonry 

Jill Terrell: NMM  

Kate Sloss: Tate  

Martin Cherry: Freemasonry 

Martin Flynn: V&A  

Michael Ball: NAM  

Nick Wyatt: NMSI  

Paul Evans: Royal Artillery  

Sally Brooks: MOL 

Simon Moody: NAM   

Vicky Worsfold: V&A  

 

Apologies: 

 

Christopher Marsden: V&A  

Elspeth Hector: NG  

Helen Kent: LTM  

Joanna Bowring: BM  

John Meriton: V&A  

Mark Pomeroy: RA  

Nina Burls: RAF  

Peter Elliott@ RAF  

Sue Breakell: Tate  

Susan Snell: Freemasonry  

Claire Frankland: Museum in 

Docklands 

 
 

RG thanked the Museum & Library of Freemasonry for their hospitality. 

 

Mark Dennis, Curator of the Museum of Freemasonry, gave a short presentation on 

Subject Specialist Networks, and in particular the role of the Fraternal and Friendly 

Societies Network. MD urged all members with relevant material to contact him, 

reminding them that regardless of the outcome of the grant application, the online 

database will remain available on the web for research on the web. A transcript of the 

presentation will be circulated. 

 

 

Minutes of last meeting 

 

Corrections:  

Names – Von Dekke, NMSI 

Powis not Powys 

 

Matters Arising 

 

RG – LMLAG seminar at NPG very successful. 130 attendees;  excellent speakers. 

Thanks  to Gabriele, who  organised. 

JT forwarded LMLAG response to H of C committee – see attached notes for further 

information. 

CW – Last meeting’s FOI discussion very useful. Has helped to raise lib/mss profile 

internally. 

 



Conference update 

 

MF gave a brief breakdown of speakers/provisional speakers. The aim of the 

conference is to provide an overview of the current technical environment and share 

experiences of how this has affected library and archive provision. It is hoped that the 

range of speakers will provide some ideas for both large and small institutions to take 

away with them. There are potentially 330 spaces, which we hope to fill. Publicity 

will begin in early January 

The working group is meeting this afternoon to discuss outstanding issues such as 

fees and volunteer help 

 

JISC 

GP, JT, KS attended a meeting with Paul Harwood of Content Complete.           

CC is a separate company operating under the JISC umbrella with a remit to widen 

the JISC customer base.   LMLAG are one of a number of groups the company is 

talking to in order to prepare a consultancy report for JISC in January.  CC is 

gathering information on what the sector needs and therefore had 3 main questions: 

- What are libraries subscribing to now? 

- What would be their wish-lists from the current JISC portfolio? 

- What would they like the JISC portfolio to include? 

PH was unable to give specific costings, but explained that the buying power of JISC 

should result in considerable savings to libraries. Overall, JISC services save the HE 

sector £300million 

Discussion: 

MF – Is there a crossover with the People’s Network?       

    Public libraries are being consulted, but this does not conflict with other initiatives. 

NW- Does the JISC model allow multiple site use? 

    The JISC model licence allows this – also concurrent users onsite- and this is used 

as a standard negotiating tool with publishers. However, JISC collections only deals 

with content –access regulations are dealt with by another department, but contacts 

have been made. 

CW – even single use or other forms of restricted access could be useful for smaller 

institutions. 

 

If LMLAG were to sign up for the JISC service, it would help to push the group 

forward. There did not seem to be a requirement to have a formal constitution, just the 

ability to sign up a s a group in order to take advantage of the possible savings. Group 

negotiations are likely to get the best deals from publishers. 

JISC is not concerned with funding sources for institutions. 

 

NW – Will users have to register? 

At present publishers are very cautious about this for fear of losing revenue. However, 

LMLAG may be able to influence this, particularly as JISC might be gaining new 

users through the group and would be unlikely to be giving access to commercial 

groups. The current model licence has a walk-in user clause, which could perhaps be 

extended to cover our readers, although it is at present tightly defined. Current 

registration procedures may be sufficient to apply this. 

 

MF – V&A are currently starting to explore the possibility of at-home use of online 

journals 



.CW – We would need to develop price banding for differently sized institutions. 

GP – LMLAG should have a working group to take advantage of this. JISC are keen 

to expand their user base at the moment, so we should take advantage of this. 

CW – Some institutions may still find this too expensive 

The current arrangement is that larger institutions subsidise smaller ones, so hopefully 

this would enable all members to take advantage of the offer. 

RG – Is academic analogue status necessary to join? 

No – irrelevant in this instance. 

PH – Suggest LMLAG contacts CHILL to find out their reaction to this as they have 

also been contacted. 

 

ACTION: KS will compile wish lists via the listserv – please forward thoughts to 

her. The original group will then contact PH with an expression of interest – no 

obligation to take this further at present.  

 

Future of LMLAG 

RG opened the discussion – September 2005 a strategy document was circulated – it 

will be re-circulated on the listserv. No meetings have been arranged for next year, 

and at present there are no ideas on which direction the group should move in. 

 

GP – The group should be looking to pursue more joint procurement opportunities 

NW – Possible future meeting could look at moving collections. 

RG – Travers report on Museums and galleries points out the massive contribution 

they make to the UK economy. Perhaps the group should issue a response to this to 

point out the contribution of libraries and archives within this context. 

CW - 42 million people use museums and galleries – how can we as a sector take 

advantage of this and get them to visit our areas? We should use the conference to 

publicise our work. 

LMLAG need to collect information on member’s holdings and visitor figures. (GP 

offered to investigate the possibility of using an intern to do this.) 

General discussion on whether membership should be extended outside London – it 

was felt that the group needs a clear statement on this. 

CM – The group needs a simple clear mission statement which will allow it to 

establish membership groundrules. 

RG – suggest small action group to work on this. 

 

ACTION: CM to form a small group to take objectives forward and report back to 

the March meeting. Members who wish to be part of the group to email CM. 

 

Future Meetings 

 

March 22 – Museum in Docklands - confirmed 

June 14 – Venue tbc 

September 13 – Venue tbc 

December 13 – London Transport Museum  

 

AOB 

 



There will be an opportunity to meet RFiD suppliers at NMM on 31 January. This is 

an opportunity to put forward the needs of specialist libraries and archives. JT to 

circulate further information and invitation. 

 

Members’ reports 

 

Army Museum – reduced opening hours working well – busy on the open days. 

Computer catalogue now available in the reading room – uses Filemaker-Pro, allows 

searches at collection level with a separate book/archives search. 

Royal Artillery – Staffing drastically reduced – only PE now. 

LTM – Refurbished museum to open end 2007-01-20 

V&A – New late night opening Friday to 6.30 in line with the rest of the museum, 

other evenings open to 5.30. Will be open between Christmas and New Year for the 

first time. 

Royal Academy – There have been some problems with the library refurbishment. 

Rare books and mss catalogue will be online Feb 07. 

NPG – Note the new Portrait Portal. Library and archive index project awaiting 

confirmation - will allow cross-searching. Information review and audit to assess DP 

issues. Details of project with Learning Dept for young people form Brixton. 

NMSI –For details of move to Wroughton see attached documents. NW showed 

photographs of the move. 

BM – Library will be moving from current space to a smaller area allowing c25% of 

stock to be on open access. Only 2 days allowed for the move. 

MOL – Rare books now on the English Short Title Catalogue. Funding and 

governance structure of the museum likely to change. 

RBGKew- New building work to stat in Feb. Henry Moore exhibition in the grounds 

summer 2007. 

Masons –Losing strong room space following building works. Music catalogued to 

MARC standards.  

Tate – Looking for new academic audiences – joined SCONUL. Also trying to get 

more PhD students – targeting universities. Developments dept to try to get funds for 

5 year cataloguing project. Space planning exercise 2007. Extending opening hours. 

Extending borrowing to all Tate staff around the country – will offer journal scanning 

service. 

IWM – Piloting access to digitised part of sound archive in the reading room; hoping 

to have full access by having non-digital material on cassette. Aiming to move on to 

having the photographs and art collection available. 

The National Museum of Film and Photography is now The National Media Museum. 


